Menu of Flavors: Crossword Edition

Across
1. Particle whose six flavors appear in this puzzle’s circled letters
6. Remove the air from
11. 2015 Melissa McCarthy comedy
14. Loosen, as shoelaces
15. "J'Accuse...!" author Zola
16. Not just any
17. Get a pet, for example
18. __ Rica
19. CD-__
20. Thorough
22. Had dinner
23. Accustoms (to)
24. Author who Virginia Woolf famously speculated was a woman
25. Large volcanic crater
28. Prude
30. Fever and chills
31. Lacking flavor
36. Dry, as champagne
37. Nanny on a farm
39. Traveler's aid
40. Arctic companion
42. Apple that, in 2018, replaced Red Delicious as the most popular variety in the United States
43. Elis' school
44. More lush
47. Cyanic acid, to a chemist
49. Put on course
51. Bat wood
52. Features that make an experience comparable to a roller coaster
57. Org. for the Williams sisters
58. Satisfy, as thirst
59. Relating to a particular part of the eye
60. Cassis aperitif
61. Prods
62. Raid and plunder
63. Fictional Winchester brother
64. Partner of stripes
65. Replied to all, probably

Down
1. Suffix with kum- or lo-
2. Button you might find yourself looking for after a faux pas
3. At the summit of
4. Dangerous current
5. Many a sugar, chemically
6. Iced, as a cake
7. Ham it up
8. Main ideas
9. Type of saxophone
10. Tailor's line
11. Someone you might avoid on the street
12. Instagram upload
13. Country Chandler accidentally moves to in an episode of "Friends"
21. Prickly plant part
24. Feel unwell
25. Job for a detective
26. Eons
27. Rabbit's foot, perhaps
28. Sch. group
29. Part of AARP, briefly
32. In days gone by
33. Quality to avoid in a pie crust
34. Fire ___
35. Prepare for a fight
37. T-shirt sizes, for short
38. Garden tool
41. Bilbo or Gandalf
42. Recover from
45. Word after see or before Sea
46. Put up with
47. Birds of prey
48. ___ Antica (archaeological site that was once an ancient Roman city)
49. Japanese seaport
50. Leaf gatherer
52. Org. that can't be stopped by snow or rain or heat or gloom of night
53. Scheme
54. Have on
55. Part of a church
56. Rosebud, famously

portrayer in *The Lord of the Rings* trilogy